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Abstract - x-ray absorption imaging experiments and measurements of inflow and outjlow distribution provide 
quantitative and vistial evidence for capillary diversion around a drift and a drift-shadow effect. Test cells were constructed 
from volcanic tuff with either in-plane (one fracture parallel to the face of the test cel2) or multi-fracture (with a grid of 
fracttires perpendicular to the test cell) systems. Tracer solutions were dripped in the fractures at ports along the top of the 
test cell. Discharge along the bottom boundary and in the drift was monitored. Variables includedflow rate and fracture 
aperture. X-ray absorption imaging allowed for visualization offlow paths through the system. Evidence for capillary 
diversion and drift shadow include: I )  very small (< 1 %,of inflow in most cases) measured discharge into the drift, 2) 
discharge less than expected under the drift and discharge greater than expected just beyond the drift, and 3) visualization of 
the tracer-sobition flow path from above the drift, around the drif and shedding beyond the drift. However, tracer was also 
observed in a natural fracture under the drift in one system. It is unclear whether these high concentrations are due to 
diversion around the drift and back under the drift or capillary spreading along the bottom boundary of the test cell. Future 
experiments will focus on using samples collected directly from Yucca Mountain and minimizing the capillary barrier effects 
along the lower boundary of the test cells. The implementation of the drift shadow effect, as supported by these experiments, 
cotild impact performance of the proposed Yucca Mountain repository. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The analytical model of Philip et al. [ l]  predicts flow 
diversion around drifts due to the presence of a capillary 
barrier resulting in a dry area beneath the drift called the 
drift shadow. According to the analytical model, the 
'amount of drift diversion and outflow location are 
controlled by the drift diameter, capillary pressure and 
fracture aperture. In contrast to Philip et al.'s [I]  model, 
the current Yucca Mountain performance assessment 
models conservatively assume that the percolation flux 
directly under the drifts is the same as the flux away from 
the drifts. In other words, the Yucca Mountain 
performance assessment does not take credit for the drift- 
shadow effect. ' Through X-ray absorption laboratory 
experiments, we test the concept of the drift shadow. 
These studies provide quantitative and visual evidence 
that only a fraction of the total percolation flux is 
available for transporting radionuclides immediately 
beneath the repository. 
11. METHODS 
X-ray absorption imaging [2,3] is an experimental 
technique that allows for the visualization and 
quantification of transport through geological media. X- 
ray absorption imaging along with mass-balance 
measurements of tracer solution flowing into and out of 
the system provide two lines of evidence of where the 
tracer solution is flowing through the sample. 
1I.A. Test Cell Description 
Test cells with sample dimensions 10 cm x 15 cm x 
2.5 cm have been constructed from non-Q (a Q 
designation means that the acquisition and use of the 
sample is controlled and traceable) Topapah Spring Tuff 
samples, a volcanic tuff with pumice fragments. An 
approximately 8-cm-diameter "drift" was cored from the 
cells. Symmetry is assumed for these experiments, thus 
the drifts consist of a semi-circle. Test cells were 
prepared with different fracture configurations and 
apertures (Fig. 1). One fracture configuration has a grid 
of fractures perpendicular to the face of the flow cell 
(Figure la, multi-fracture system). The second 
configuration has one fracture parallel to the face of the 
flow cell (Fig. lb, in-plane fracture system). Fracture 
aperture is controlled by placing wires of known diameter 
of either 100 pm, 250 pm, or 500 pm in the fractures. 
Wire spaces were 1.5 cm long and placed at the top and 
bottom of the in-plane fracture systems. They were 
evenly spaced between the injection and sampling ports 
so to minimize their impact on flow. After placement of 
the wires in the fractures, the cells were encased by 
aluminum bars on the sides and epoxy on the faces. The 
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the tracer to be diverted back under the drift after flowing 
around the drift, as opposed to shedding vertically off the 
edge of the drift. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 
~he.ex~eriments provide evidence for a drift shadow. 
This is seen by discharge less than expected under the 
drift and discharge greater than expected just beyond the 
drift then if flow was uniformly vertical. X-ray 
absorption imaging also shows a tracer-solution flow path 
from above the drift being diverted around the drift and 
shedding beyond the drift. However, we also observe 
high tracer concentrations in the natural fracture under the 
drift in the 250-pm-facture aperture system. It is unclear 
whether these high concentrations are due to diversion 
around the drift and back under the drift or capillary 
spreading along the bottom boundary of the test cell. 
There is strong evidence of capillary diversion 
around the top of the drift.   he X-ray absorption imaging 
shows flow paths over the drift being diverted around the 
drift in the 250-mm aperture cell. In addition, measured 
discharge into the drift was very small. 
Future experiments will focus on using quality (Q) 
samples collected directly from Yucca Mountain. 
Experimental design will be improved to minimize the 
capillary barrier effects along the lower boundary of the 
test cells. 
These studies provide quantitative and visual 
evidence that only a fraction of the,total percolation flux 
is available for transporting radionuclides immediately 
beneath the repository. This evidence is important 
information for performance assessment and, if 
implemented, could lead to improved natural barrier 
performance in future calculations. However, it is still 
necessary to quantify the amount and variability of flux 
below the drift before making recommendations for 
performance assessment calculations. 
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